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Response of Wall Hot-Film Gages 
With Longitudinal Diffusion and 
Heat Conduction to the Substrate

The effects of heat transfer into a substrate and axial diffusion are analyzed through numerical simulations in order to elucidate the 
frequency response of wall hot-film gages. The ratio of the conductivities of the substrate and fluid plays an important role in steady 
flows when it is larger than 5 and the Péclet number is smaller than 50. The equivalent film length increases considerably with the 
conductivity ratio, and it decreases when a thin film of low conductivity is sandwiched between the hot-film gage and the substrate, 
showing a net improvement of the heat transfer conditions. The frequency response in unsteady flows is highly attenuated in the 
presence of heat transfer into the substrate. The cutoff frequency is strongly dependent on the conductivity ratio. Improved response is 
obtained with the two-layer substrate configuration. It is further shown that axial diffu-sion considerably affects the frequency 
response when the shear and/or the streamwise length of the film are small.
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1 Introduction
The wall shear stress is a fundamental quantity in near-wall

turbulent flows. It provides a rapid diagnostic of the flow and is
essential in drag reduction problems, which are of great industrial
importance. The suboptimal or optimal control of drag requires,
however, a highly dense distribution of the actuators and wall
shear stress sensors �1�. The streamwise and spanwise spacing of
these MEMS �micro-electromechanical systems� have to be as
small as the viscous sublayer thickness to obtain a drag reduction
of about 20%. That means that the largest dimension of the shear
stress sensors used for control purposes has to be smaller than
about 100 �m even at moderate Reynolds numbers. This minia-
turization poses problems, because some effects that are neglected
under conventional situations have to be thoroughly taken into
account in the physical mechanisms governing the sensor under
these circumstances.

The direct measurements of wall shear stress turbulent fluctua-
tions are still not feasible �2�. The classical indirect measurements
are based either on heat �thermo-anemometry� or mass
�electrochemical-anemometry� transfer techniques. The latter pre-
sents some advantages caused by an absence of the parasitical
effects of the substrate, but it can only be used in some liquid
flows. Thus development of measurement techniques of shear
stress through hot-film gages is an ongoing challenge, especially
with regard to the MEMS sensors design �3�.

Complete analytical solutions of the full problem governing
heat transfer over the wall hot-film �WHF� do not exist for the
following reasons.

i. The indirect heat transfer from the hot film to the substrate
by conduction, and the subsequent transfer from the sub-
strate to the fluid and its interaction with the convective
direct heat transfer are not explicitly known.

ii. The coupling of the effect of the longitudinal diffusion
through the trailing and leading edge singularities with the
unsteady response of the thermal boundary layer increases
the complexity of the problem. Longitudinal diffusion
plays an important role when the streamwise length of the
film and/or the shear is small. The boundary layer approxi-
mation in the convective heat transfer equation is not valid
under these circumstances. This effect may be more severe
for MEMS micro-sensors and severely decrease the fre-
quency response.

There are many studies available in the literature on the thermal
boundary layer characteristics induced by a hot-film gauge �HFG�
flush mounted at the wall. Several theoretical, numerical, and ex-
perimental studies have been reported in the past since the classi-
cal Lévêque solution of the thermal boundary layer problem over
a finite strip maintained at a constant temperature. The validity of
the boundary layer approximation is questioned in the numerical
analysis conducted by Ling �4�, and later in the theoretical ap-
proach of Springer and Pedley �5� and Springer �6�. These authors
have shown that axial diffusion may be predominant at small Pé-
clet numbers, i.e., either when the streamwise length of the film or
the shear stress is small. The perturbation analysis conducted by
Ackerberg et al. �7� has clearly indicated that the Lévêque solution
is valid only for Péclet numbers larger than roughly 100. Their
theoretical analysis is in good agreement with measurements ob-
tained by electrochemical probes.

Lighthill �8� was first to investigate the unsteady response of a
thermal boundary layer over a plate maintained at constant tem-
perature. He showed that the thermal inertia decreases the un-
steady response in the high-frequency regime. Bellhouse and
Schultz �9� analyzed the influence of the fluctuating wall shear
stress on the frequency response of a hot film by using Lighthill’s
technique with a 1D model. They showed the importance of the
substrate conductivity on the frequency response. Brison et al.
�10� studied the same problem in a 2D configuration. They used a
quasi-steady forced convection law and ignored axial diffusion.
The conjugated heat transfer problem was examined by Cole and
Beck �11� and Moen and Schneider �12� without the effect of axial
diffusion.

The present investigation studies the combined effects of axial
diffusion through the trailing and leading edges of the HFG and

conduction to the substrate on the frequency response of the wall
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shear stress sensors. The full 2D formulation of the conjugate heat
transfer problem is presented here, and the results are analyzed
both in the steady and unsteady regimes.

2 Formulation of the Problem and the Numerical
Method

The dimensionless equations in the fluid F, in the solid S, and at
the fluid-solid �substrate� F−S interface are respectively
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The boundary conditions are �� /�x→0, and �� /�y→0, as x ,y
→�, in the substrate and �� /�x→0 for x→ ±�, and �→0 when
y→� in the fluid. The velocity distribution in the forced convec-
tion heat transfer equation is either u�y�=�y or u�y , t�=�y�1
+a sin �*t� depending on whether a steady or unsteady problem is
studied. The velocity is linear since the thermal boundary layer is
thin, exactly as in the classical Lévêque’s problem. The shear
parameter is given by �=Pr�lfu� /��2=PrRef

2.
The sizes of the computational domain are 70lf in the x direc-

tion, as well as 6lf in the fluid and 20lf in the substrate in the y
direction. It was carefully checked that these dimensions are large
enough to guarantee the validity of the boundary conditions. Fig-
ure 1�a� shows schematically the computational domain and the

Fig. 1 „a… Model with a two-layer substrate and the corre-
sponding boundary conditions. „b… Typical computational do-
main and mesh distribution.
boundary conditions for a two-layer substrate.
The heat transfer law generally used for wall shear stress mea-
surements �the Nusselt number Nu	�1/3� is based on the simplest
solution which assumes �� /�t=�2� /�x2=0 in the fluid �quasi-
steadiness and no longitudinal diffusion� and kS=0. More com-
plete solutions have been considered in the past, for instance with
�� /�t�0 �13–15� or with kS�0 �in the 1D case by Bellhouse and
Schultz �9� and the 2D case by Brison et al. �10��. The full simu-
lation introduces the additional parameter of the diffusivity ratio
�F /�S, which points to the importance of how fast the heat is
transferred to the fluid after conduction through the solid in addi-
tion to how much heat is transferred this way as compared to the
direct transfer on the film.

Upstream weighted differencing �16� and ADI �alternated direc-
tion implicit�, combined with stretched coordinates �17�, near the
trailing and leading edges of the WHF, as well as near the wall
have been used. The ADI is chosen because it is unconditionally
stable and quite efficient in problems involving heat and mass
transfer. The upstream weighted differencing scheme is essentially
a control-volume approach. The temperatures on the control mesh
are determined with unknown interpolation coefficients, which are
given later as data for the computation. These coefficients depend
on the problem studied and the mesh sizes of the computational
space. The resulting equation is stable if all the coefficients are
positive. The time step is chosen uniform over the whole range of
the computational space. One of the advantages of this strategy is
that the same code may be run for different cases, as for example
the boundary layer approximation ��2� /�x2=0�, by simply setting
the corresponding coefficients equal to zero. The numerical
scheme is of second order in time and space.

The analysis of heat transfer near the singularities at the wall
and trailing and leading edges requires a dense grid distribution.
Stretching coordinates are used to avoid the numerical problems
caused by a nonuniform grid distribution. The stretching function
in the streamwise x coordinate is x�
�=sin2�� /2
� for 0�x ,

�1. The stretching is symmetrical with respect to the center of the
hot film. The smallest grid size near the singularities is x
=sin2�� / �4K�2�, where K is the number of grid points on the film.
One has x�1/K2 for a moderate K. The same stretching ap-
proach is used upstream and downstream of the film, and it is
matched with the coordinate system on the film. A typical com-
putational domain is shown in Fig. 1�b�. The number of compu-
tational nodes varied between 70�50 �in streamwise and wall
normal directions, respectively� to typically 120�150.

The stretching method used in the fluid and substrate following
the wall normal direction is of the form y=�2. Thus for the model
shown in Fig. 1�a�, the coordinate transformations are

F: 0 � y � HF, 0 � � � cFHF; y��� = �2/�cF
2HF�

S1 �solid 1�: − HS1 � y � 0, − cS1HS1 � � � 0;

y��� = − �2/�cS1
2 HS1�

S2 �solid 2�: − �HS1 + HS2� � y � − HS1,

− �cS1HS1 + − cS2HS2� � � � − cS1HS1;

y��� = − �� + cS1
2 HS1�2/�cS2

2 HS2� − HS1

The coefficients cF, cS1, and cS2 can be modified to adapt the
stretching to different zones. The maximum resolution occurs at
the interfaces where the derivative dy /d�=0. The upstream
weighting difference and ADI problems are formulated in the
�
 ,�� domain and the resulting system was resolved by the clas-
sical Thomas algorithm.

Several computations were performed to check the performance
of the numerical method. We first consider a steady flow on a
perfectly isolated substrate. Figure 2 shows the local flux qw

*

−1/3
=−��� /�y�y=0� over the film for two values of the shear pa-



rameter. The effect of the trailing edge singularity increases with
decreasing Péclet number. The computed global heat flux is com-
pared with Ling �4� and Springer �6� in Fig. 3. There is an excel-
lent agreement with the asymptotic analysis of Springer �6�, and
the difference between the computations and his theoretical ap-
proach is less than 1%.

3 Results

3.1 Two-Layer Configuration; Homogeneous Substrate.
The global heat transfer rates per unit span Q for the coupled
glass/water �conductivity ratio kS /kF=1.27� and glass/air �kS /kF

=25.3� cases are shown in Tables 1�a� and 1�b� as a function of
the Péclet number �=Prlf

+2. The notations are illustrated in Fig. 4.
In the steady regime, the heat transfer from the film to the sub-
strate QfS must be balanced by heat loss from the semi-infinite
substrate to the fluid. Thus, QfS=QSF

− +QSF
+ . This balance is, by the

way, a good check for computational accuracy. The fluid is heated
by the upstream heat transfer rate QSF

− before it reaches the film.
This decreases both the direct transfer rate from the film QfF and
the downstream transfer rate QSF

+ . The latter extends the heating of
the fluid further downstream and smoothes the effect of the axial
diffusion at the trailing edge singularity. The conductivity ratio
kS /kF is the only relevant parameter describing the substrate’s
direct and indirect influences. The direct transfer is reduced be-
cause of the wake effect due to QSF

− and the indirect transfer

Fig. 2 Local heat flux over the film compared with the bound-
ary layer approximation „Lévêque solution…

Fig. 3 Global heat flux with the longitudinal diffusion term and

comparison with past studies
together with the ratio QfS /QfF increase with kS /kF.
The heat flux to the substrate QfS is smaller than the direct

transfer QfF for small conductivity ratios as expected �Fig. 5�a��.
On the contrary, the ratio QfS /QfF is as large as 10 for the com-
bination air-glass with kS /kF=25.3 as seen in Fig. 5�b�. For both
cases the ratio QfS /QfF decreases with increasing Péclet number,
because the transfer to the substrate QfS depends only slightly
upon �, while the transfer from the film to the fluid QfF increases
much more rapidly with the Péclet number by forced convection.

For the combination water/glass, the direct transfer from the
film to the fluid is approximately equal to the Lévêque solution,

Table 1 Global heat transfer rates versus the shear parameter.
For the notations see Fig. 4. „a… Water/glass. „b… Air/glass.

Fig. 4 Sketch of heat transfer definitions over the hot film
gage

Fig. 5 Direct transfer to the fluid and transfer to the substrate
compared with the Lévêque solution. „a… Water/glass. „b… Air/

glass. Legend on „a….



i.e., QfF�QLévêque=0.81�1/3 �Fig. 5�a��. For large � values, QfF
is smaller than QLévêque, but the difference never exceeds 10%.

3.2 Effect of the Conductivity Ratio. The effect of heat
transfer via the substrate may be characterized by an “equivalent
length” lf

e defined by Q=QfF+QfS=0.81�1/3�lf
e�2/3. Hence, lf

e is
the dimensionless length of a hypothetical film on a perfectly
nonconducting substrate, obeying the Lévêque law giving the
same total heat transfer as the real film. The impact of the ratio
kS /kF on the heat transfer process is further analyzed for a fixed
Péclet number �=30. Figure 6 shows that the effective length and
the global transfer Q increase considerably with the conductivity
ratio. A regression analysis shows that

Q = 2.44� kS

kF
�0.54

and lf
e = 0.96� kS

kF
�0.81

in the range 5�kS /kF�100. Hence, the effective length is 1.5
times more sensitive to the conductivity ratio than Q. The global
flux depends strongly upon the conductivity ratio and varies ap-
proximately as the square root of ks /kF. These results show that
the hot-film gauge can be applies to the mixtures such as helium-
air, because the variations of heat transfer rates depend on the
conductivity of the fluid, which is a function of the composition of
the binary mixture. The increase of the global heat transfer rate is
obviously due to the importance of heat conduction to the sub-
strate QfS at high conductivity ratios �Fig. 7�a��. The upstream
heat transfer rate qSF

− is always larger than QSF
+ and the difference

QSF
− −QSF

+ increase with ks /kF �Fig. 7�b��. Consequently, the direct
transfer is weakend by the wake effect caused by upstream trans-
fer QSF

− . The ideal Lévêque solution is never exactly reached even
at low conductivity ratios such as kS /kF�1.

3.3 Two-Layer Substrate. Computations were also carried
out for a two-layer substrate configuration, in which a thin isolat-
ing mylar film of thickness 0.5lf is sandwiched between the hot
wall film and the substrate. Such a configuration exists commer-
cially �DANTEC glue-on probe 55R47�. The transfer depends on
both kS1 /kF �mylar-fluid� and kS2 /kF �substrate-fluid�. Two cases
were studied, namely

�i� kS1 /kF=1, kS2 /kF=5.2 �helium-mylar-glass�,
�ii� kS1 /kF=4.9, and kS2 /kF=25.3 �air-mylar-glass�

A low indirect transfer QfS is expected in the first case, since the
ratio kS1 /kF is relatively small. Case �i� is indeed somewhat simi-
lar to the water-glass combination �kS /kF=1.3�. The equivalent
film lengths are indeed approximately equal in these cases �Fig.
8�. The indirect transfer is, however, 10% larger in case �i�, com-

Fig. 6 Effective length of the hot film gage versus the conduc-
tivity ratio for �=30
pared to water-glass because of larger kS2 /kF and this explains the
slight differences observed in Fig. 8.
The case of air-mylar-glass is more interesting because it shows

how the isolating thin film may improve the global performance
of the hot film gauge. Thus, the effective length and the transfer to
the substrate decrease by a factor of 2, and the direct transfer QfF
is 30% larger compared with the mono-layer glass substrate.
Moreover, the relationship Q= f��1/3� tends rapidly to a Lévêque’s
type law Q=A�1/3+B when the Péclet number is high enough,
more rapidly with the isolating film than without. This is summa-
rized in Fig. 9. The explanation of the decrease of the equivalent
length with increasing velocity �or shear� and increasing values of
the ratio kF /kS lies in the increased capacity of the fluid to carry
away the heat conducted through the solid or, in other words, in
the capacity of the fluid to cool the solid substrate heated above
ambient temperature in the vicinity of the film.

The temperature at the wall decreases rapidly in a zone of ra-
dius lf in the case of a double-layer substrate �Fig. 10�. Figure 11

Fig. 7 Global heat transfer rates versus the conductivity ratio.
„a… Transfer to the fluid and to the substrate. „b… Transfer rates
from the substrate to the fluid upstream and downstream of the
hot film.

Fig. 8 The effective length of the hot film with a double-layer

substrate



shows that the local flux is also more important compared with the
air-glass case. The heat flux at the trailing edge is two times larger
when the substrate has a multi-layer structure.

3.4 Frequency Response. The frequency response of the hot
film gauge is determined by imposing a sinusoidal shear param-
eter �= �̄�1+a sin �t�. The periodical variations of the direct and
indirect transfer rates as a function of the imposed frequency �*

are determined for different configurations. The unsteady compu-
tations were started from the time-mean steady field and were
carried out until the difference in temperature at any point was
less than 0.01% between two successive imposed periods. The
dimensionless parameters governing the problem are �̄, a, �*,
kS /kF, �S /�F, kS1 /kS2, and �S1 /�S2 with the last two parameters

Fig. 9 Global heat flux for different substrate configurations
and comparison with the Lévêque solution. For legend see Fig.
8.

Fig. 10 Wall temperature distribution for several fluid/
sunstrate combinations

Fig. 11 Effect of the fluid/substrate configuration on the local
¯
flux for �=30
only entering into the consideration in the double-layer substrate
configuration. To limit the number of cases considered, results for
�̄=30 and a=0.5 are presented. The imposed frequency �* ranged
from 10−6 to 10. Typical dimensions of commercial films are lf
=0.2 mm, so that �=30 in air corresponds to u�=0.5 m/s, i.e., to
a boundary layer with a free stream velocity of û�=12 m/s.

The code was tested by investigating the exact 1D time-
dependent three-layer case of Bellhouse and Schultz �9� �F-S-F,
with solid thickness lf and with the same flow on both sides of the
solid slab�. Figure 12 shows the relative amplitude of the heat
transfer versus frequency for the case of air and water flow over
glass. The reference amplitude is that of the quasi-steady case.
The oscillations of the total heat transfer rate are damped with
increasing frequency because the part transferred through the solid
is filtered. This part is proportionally larger in air than in water
flow and is increased by the effect of longitudinal diffusion in the
fluid and in the solid �which is, of course, inherently neglected in
the 1D solution of Bellhouse and Schultz�. Figure 12 shows also
that the attenuation of the frequency response of the full simula-
tion, which takes axial diffusion into account, starts at a frequency
which is about ten times lower than in the 1D exact solution.

The anemometer measures the total heat transfer from the film
to the fluid and to the solid Q=QfF+QfS. In the unsteady regime,
there cannot be an instantaneous balance between QfS and �QSF

−

+QSF
+ � as in the steady regime because the heat flux variations

imposed at the solid surface by the velocity changes are filtered to
variable degrees by the substrate, depending upon the distance to
the film and the frequency.

The attenuation of the hot-film response is seen in Figs. 13 and
14 for the air-glass configuration. The cyclic variations of the
relative transfer rates scaled with their time-mean values such as

QfF / Q̄fF �Fig. 13�, QfS / Q̄fS, and the relative total flux Q / Q̄ �Fig.
14� are shown versus time divided by the imposed period P
=2� /�* for respectively a low ��*=10−3� and high frequency
��*=3�. One has �*=��+, where �+ is the frequency scaled with
the shear and the viscosity, i.e., with the inner variables of a near
wall turbulent flow. Thus, �*=3 is quite high and corresponds to
�+=0.1, which is the frequency where the energy spectrum of the
velocity is maximum near the viscous layer. This is also approxi-
mately 1/15 of the Kolmogoroff frequency near the wall under
these flow conditions. The low frequency �*=10−3 is nearly in the
quasi-steady regime, wherein the transfer rates are in time equi-
librium with the shear modulation. The real quasi-steady regime is
difficult to reach, since the distance to which the heat diffuses
during the period of oscillation is �2��ST, i.e., �2��2� /�*�
���S /�F�lf

2. The transfer through the substrate can only respond
without time lag to velocity variations if �� lf

e, i.e., if �*

�2��lf / lf
e�2��S /�F�. Since for air-glass combination �S /�F

=0.017 and lf
e=13lf, for �=30, this requires �*�6�10−4, a very

small frequency indeed. Clearly, the air-glass combination is un-
favorable for two reasons: first, because of the larger transfer
through the substrate due to the large value of the conductivity
ratio kS /kF, and, second, because �S /�F�1, which results in con-
siderable filtering of the variations of upstream and downstream
transfers via the substrate. Similar computations indicate that the
quasi-steady regime is reached for �*�4.7 �water/glass� and �*

�9�10−4 �He/mylar/glass or air/mylar/glass�.
The frequency response of the direct transfer QfF / Q̄fF is not

significantly sensitive to the diffusivity and conductivity ratios.
This can be seen in Fig. 13, which compares the cyclic modula-
tion of the ideal Lévêque solution, the quasi-steady and high-
frequency response of the hot film in air on a glass substrate.
Figure 15 compares the direct transfer response of the air/glass
with water/glass configurations for which it is recalled that the

conductivity ratios vary by a factor 20. QfF / Q̄fF is less modulated

in air/glass but the difference is only a few percent. The modula-



tion of the indirect transfer QfS / Q̄fS is entirely frozen in the high-

frequency regime as seen in Fig. 14, by comparing QfS / Q̄fS in the
quasi-steady �*=1.7�10−4 and the high-frequency �*=3 re-
gimes. It can be easily shown that the amplitude of the global heat
transfer AQ is the sum AQfS

+AQfF
if the phase shifts can be ne-

glected, which is approximately the case here. Since in the high-
frequency regime AQfS

�0, the amplitude of the global transfer
decreases drastically by some 60% in the high-frequency regime.
For low conductivity ratios as for water/glass configuration,
the decrease of the amplitude AQfS

is only 12%, and the
global transfer responds acceptably well in the high-frequency

Fig. 12 „a… Problem investigated by
parison with the present numerical re
without axial diffusion. �: Water with
diffusion. �: Bellhouse and Schultz
Fig. 13 Direct flux from the film to the fluid for air/glass case
regime �Fig. 16�.
Some values of the frequency response of the wall hot film are

plotted in Fig. 17 for �̄=30. The amplitude of the global flux AQ
is scaled with the amplitude in the quasi-steady regime AQ��*

=0� that was determined here at �*=10−6. The limiting value of
the attenuation is 1 /5 when the mean flow parameter �=30 in the
air-glass case. This value is in reasonable agreement with the re-
duced turbulent intensity of the wall shear stress measured by
some authors in air flows �18�. It is seen that the amplitude is
already reduced by a factor of 1 /2 when �*=3�10−4, while the
thin insulating mylar film improves somewhat the response com-

llhouse and Schultz „1968…. „b… Com-
lts. �: Air with axial diffusion. �: Air
ial diffusion. �: Water without axial
�: Bellhouse and Schultz water.

Fig. 14 Total flux and indirect flux from the film to the sub-
Be
su
ax

air.
strate for the air/glass configuration



pared with the air/glass case, but this improvement is far from
being totally satisfactory. The thermal boundary layer itself has a
finite frequency response owing to the finite transit time over the
film lf /u�. But this frequency limit ��*�1� is much higher than
the limit imposed by the transfer via the substrate.

To show how severe the filtering effect of the substrate may be
in the air/glass case, consider a turbulent boundary layer with
û�=12 m/s and Re�=5�104. The Kolmogoroff frequency is

Fig. 15 Cyclic modulation of the direct flux for different con-
figurations compared with the ideal Lévêque solution

Fig. 16 Modulation of the total and indirect fluxes for the
water/glass configuration

Fig. 17 Frequency response of the hot-film gage in different
fluid/substrate configurations. �: Water-glass. �: Helium-

mylar-glass. �: Air-mylar-glass. �: Air-glass.
roughly 5 kHz in this case. The dimensionless frequency �*

=0.1 at which the attenuation is 1 /5 is only 10 Hz, i.e., nearly
three orders of magnitude smaller than the Kolmogoroff
frequency.

The comparison the water/glass with the He/mylar/glass reveals
the predominance of the conductivity ratio in the dynamic re-
sponse rather than the diffusivity ratio. The ratio of conductivities
are respectively kMylar /kHe=1, kGlass /kHe=5.2, and kGlass /kWater
=1.3. The diffusivities vary considerably from a factor 4000 to
1000 with �Glass /�Water=4190�Mylar /�He and �Glass /�Water
=1157�Glass /�He. The distribution AQ��*� /AQ�0� for the He-
mylar-glass is below the water/glass configuration because
kGlass /kHe is higher than kGlass /kWater, but the large variations of
the diffusivities do clearly not play a significant role in the heat
transfer process.

The frequency response for the water/glass combination is rea-
sonably acceptable. The attenuation is only 20% at �*=10. The
ratio AQ��*� /AQ�0� is roughly 0.65 at the Kolmogoroff frequency
�K

* =2�fK
* =60 in a turbulent fully developed water channel flow

with a Reynolds number based on the half-channel height of 104.
Thus wall shear stress measurements in a fully developed turbu-
lent water channel flow by a hot film on glass can be reliably
performed, except maybe at the smallest turbulent scales. Recall
that the satisfactory frequency response of the case water/glass
does not mean that there is no parasitic heat conduction to the
substrate. On the contrary, the ratio QfS /QfF varies between 1 and
3/5 as seen in Fig. 5�a�. Yet, this ratio reaches values as large as
10 in the case air/glass �Fig. 5�b��. The heat loss ratios of roughly
QfS /QfF�1 do not affect considerably the frequency response at
least up to �*=1.

4 Conclusion
A numerical investigation of heat transfer of wall-mounted hot

film gages shows that heat transferred to the fluid via the substrate
has important effects. For high values of the conductivity ratios
kS /kF, the transfer from the film to the substrate may be consid-
erably larger than the direct transfer to the fluid. For the air/glass
combination, the transfer to the fluid through the substrate is about
10 times larger than the direct transfer from the film. Because of
the hot wake, the downstream transfer from the substrate to the
fluid is roughly half of the upstream value.

The importance of conduction into the substrate increases with
decreasing velocity. A thin layer of material with low conductivity
inserted between the film and substrate attenuates this effect.

The frequency response of the total heat transfer from the film,
as measured by an anemometer set, is dominated by the filtering
effect of the transient heat transfer via the substrate when kF
�kS and �F��S. For the air/glass combination, the response is
attenuated as soon as �*�10−6. This limit is much lower than the
cutoff frequency of the thermal layer.

There is a limit of the spanwise length lfz of the hot film probes
to avoid spanwise averaging of the turbulence producing struc-
tures in the near wall region. According to Blackwelder and Hari-
tonidis �19�, this requires lfz

+ = lfz�u� /���20. The streamwise sens-
ing length of some commercial wall hot-film gages is, lf =

1
8 lfz to

prevent both the spanwise conduction effects and to ensure two-
dimensionality. Therefore, the previous condition gives lf

+�2.5.
The corresponding Péclet number concerning the measurements
of the wall shear stress and wall shear stress intensity in water is
�=Prlf

+2�44. Clearly the axial diffusion through the leading and
trailing edges singularities has to be taken into account under
these circumstances. Note that the estimations given above con-
stitute an upper limit. More careful measurements require at least
lfz
+ �10 and ��10. Neglecting the axial diffusion term in the

energy equation when the Péclet number is small may generate
serious errors in predicting the frequency response of the hot film.
These points have to be taken into account in MEMS sensor de-

signs.
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Nomenclature
Aq � amplitude of the quantity q
aq � Aq / q̄, relative amplitude of the quantity q
a � relative amplitude of the shear parameter

h�x̂� � local heat transfer coefficient
H � �0

lfh�x̂�dx̂, global heat transfer coefficient
K � number of grid points over the hot film
k � conductivity
lf � streamwise length of the hot film
lf
e � �Q /QLévêque�3/2, dimensionless equivalent hot-

film length
Nu � H /kF, Nusselt number

P � 2� /�*, dimensionless period of the imposed
velocity oscillations

Pr � � /�, Prandtl number
QfF � dimensionless direct total heat flux from the

film to the fluid
QfS � dimensionless heat flux from the film to the

substrate
QLévêque � 0.81�1/3, dimensionless direct heat flux over

the film of the Lévêque solution.
QSF

− � dimensionless heat flux from the substrate to
the fluid upstream of the hot film

QSF
+ � dimensionless heat flux from the substrate to

the fluid downstream of the hot film
Q � QfF+QfS=�Filmqwdx, dimensionless hot-film

global heat transfer rate per unit span
q̄ � time mean of the quantity q

q+ � quantity q nondimensionalized with the shear
velocity u� and viscosity �

qw � −��� /�y�y=0, local heat flux
qw

* � −��� /�y�y=0�−1/3, dimensionless local heat flux
scaled with the shear parameter

Re� � û�� /�, turbulent boundary layer Reynolds
number

Ref � lfu� /�, hot film Reynolds number
T � temperature
t̂ � dimensional time
t � �t̂ / lf

2��F, dimensionless time
û � dimensional velocity
u � û /u�, dimensionless velocity

u� � 	� /�F, shear velocity
x̂ � dimensional streamwise distance
x � x̂ / lf, dimensionless streamwise coordinate
ŷ � dimensional wall normal distance
y � ŷ / lf, dimensionless wall normal coordinate

Greek symbols
� � diffusivity
� � boundary layer thickness
� � wall normal stretched coordinate
� � kinematic viscosity
� � density
� � Pr�lfu� /��2, shear parameter
�̄ � time-mean shear parameter
� � �T−T�� / �Tf −T��, dimensionless temperature
� � wall shear stress
�̂ � dimensional angular frequency of the imposed

oscillations
� dimensionless angular frequency

�+ � �̂�� /u�
2�, imposed frequency in wall units.


 � streamwise stretched coordinate

Abbreviations
F � fluid
S � substrate

WHF � wall hot film

Subscripts
F � fluid
S � substrate
f � hot film

� � bulk
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